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Abstract. If / £ Hp , p > 1 , and y denotes its Littlewood-Paley square

function, then \\y\\p < Bp\\f\\p with Bp = 0((p - l)"1), p -» 1+ .

1. Introduction

Let / be a 2^-periodic function in L" , 1 < p < oo, 0 < «o < "i <
lacunary sequence of integers, n¡+x/nj > A > 1, j = 1,2, ... , and

i 1/2

(1) y{x)=lJ2\S»jW-S"J->W\21
[j=o

where S„ , « = 0,1,..., denote the (symmetric) partial sums of the Fourier
series of / and S„_, =0. A well-known theorem of Littlewood and Paley

asserts that

(2) Ap\\f\\p<\\y\\p<Bp\\fi\\p,

where the positive constants Ap and Bp depend, for fixed A, on p only.

Recently Bourgain [B] determined the asymptotic behavior of Bp by showing

(3) Bp = 0(p),    p-í'bo,        Bp = 0{ip-l)-3'2),    p-l+.

In this note we show that this "asymmetry" disappears if we restrict ourselves

to HP functions. More precisely we prove

Theorem. If f £ Hp, p > I, then (2) is valid with Bp = 0((p- l)"1), p -» 1+ .

It is easy to see that this estimate, as well Bourgain's estimate Bp = 0(p),

p —► oo, cannot be improved. To this end, take, for instance, A = 2, nx = N,

«2 = 2N, with N sufficiently large, and consider the functions elNxf{x),

e'Nxg{x), where /, g are real trigonometric polynomials of degree N whose

conjugates /, g satisfy the inequalities ||/||p > C/{p - 1) and \\g\\p > Cp,
1 < p < oo. The existence of such polynomials follows easily from the estimates
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in [Z, Chapter VII, §3]. Here and in what follows the letter C will denote an

absolute positive constant, not necessarily the same in all its occurrences. The

proof which follows has its origin in the proof of the classical theorem of Paley

on {Hx, L2) multipliers [Z, Chapter XII, Theorem 7.8].

2. Proof of the theorem

To facilitate the exposition we assume that A > 2. In the opposite case

standard modifications of the argument lead again to the desired result at the

cost of a factor which depends on A only. We may also assume that / is a
(power type) polynomial and p < 2.

For any g £ Hp we write Oj{g, x), j > 0, for the (de La Vallée-Poussin

type) means Y^Lq g{k)8{k)e'kx > where the continuous function 0 is 0 in

[/!_,■+!, oo], 1 in [0, nf\, and linear in [«,, nj+x]. We write also Aj(= Aj{g, x))

for Oj - a/_3 , j > 3.
We shall make use of the following facts:

(a) \Oj{g, jc)| < CMgix), / > 0, where Mg the maximal function of g .

(b) / = /1/2, where fx,f2£ H2p , and |/, |2 = |/2|2 = |/|.
(c) The vector valued analogue of Riesz's theorem (boundedness in IP of

the partial sums of Fourier series) with constant 0((p - l)_l), p —► 1+ .
(d) The Littlewood-Paley inequality (2) in the form ||¿(^)||p < C||g||p for

2 < p < 4, where 3{g) = {£¡^3 \Aj{g)\2}x/2 (reminder: For (a)-(c), see, e.g.,

[Z, Chapter IV, Theorem 7.8; Chapter VII, §7; Chapter XV, Theorem 2.15],
respectively).

All these facts are well known, (d) is the basic lemma in several known proofs

of (2) (see, e.g., [C, §2]).
We pass now to the proof of the theorem. Starting with the decompositions

/ = Oj-iifA+AjifA + ifi-Ojifi)), i =1,2, and forming the product / = fxf2
we see that only the part

(4) Ej = oMU\)Aj{f2) + Oj^{f2)Aj{fx),        j > 3,

has spectrum which intersects [tlj-i, nf]. Indeed, the part Oj-i{fx)Oj--i{f2)

has its spectrum in [0, «y_ 1 ), because of the hypothesis A > 2, and the other

parts M in {n¡, 00), because fx,f2£ H2p . On writing yx = {J2%3 \Ej\2}x/2

and using Riesz's theorem and (c) we obtain

2

\\nP<^lSnyif)-.Sli/rt{f)\ip + CP\[yi\\P

< 0,(511/11,+ 117,11,),

with Cp = 0((p - 1)_1), p —» 1+ . The definition of Ej and (a) give

(6) yx<2MÂô(f2) + 2Mf2â(fx)

and hence, using (d), (b), and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function theorem

[Z, Chapter I, §13],

(7) ||7,||P<2||7l//,||2p||(5(/2)||2p + 2||^/2||2p||r5(/1)||2/,

<C||/1||2J|/2||2I, = C||/|L.

(5)
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Combining (5) and (7) we obtain \\y\\p < Bp\\f\\p with Bp = 0((p - l)~l),
p —► 1+ , and the proof is complete.

3. Some remarks

Remarks, (i) The above argument, for fixed p > 1, gives 0((A - l)-2) for Bp

(the constants C in (a) and (d) are replaced by C{X - l)~x), while examples

(e.g., variants of the one used in [B] for the (p - l)-3/2 result) show that it

cannot be better than 0((A - 1)~3/2).

(ii) It is not clear whether positive results for Ap or Bp, p —» oo, which

appear to be related to good estimates for the constant in (d), can be ob-

tained along the lines of the present proof. The example of lacunary / 's and

the content of [B] seem to hint toward the estimate 0(p+1/2), p —► oo, for

A~x (such an estimate, coupled with Bp = 0(p), p -» oo, leads easily to the

(p - 1)~3/2 result). The details will appear in [P].
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